
 

 

   

      

   

 

 

Findlay High School – General Supply List 

Supply List - 2022-2023 

*Note:  Since  high  schools don't  usually provide  school  supply lists,  here  are  some  ideas to  help  

students get  prepared  for the  first  day of  school.  During  the  first  couple  days of  school  the  teachers will  

let  the  class know  what  will  be  needed  for class.  However,  given  the  timing  of  the  first  week of  school,  it  

sometimes means parents and  students miss out  on  some  great  supplies sales.  While  this is just  a  

general  list,  it  might  just  save  you  a  trip  to  the  store  and  a  little  money that  first  week of  school.  

 
Grades  9-12  

•  Three- ring  binder for each class.  While  it  depends on  the  Teacher's preference,  most  core  classes 
(English,  Math,  Science,  and  History)  ask that  you  have  a  binder  specifically for  the  class.  (Don't  forget  
it  is ok to  reuse  binders that  you  already have  if  they  are  still  in  working  condition).  
 

•  Dividers  for each binder  5-8  tabs are  a  good  idea.  Feel  free  to  be  creative  with  this!  Reuse  dividers 
from  previous years or  make  your  own  kind  of  divider  with  cardstock paper  or  old  folders.  Anything  that  
sticks out  and  allows for  you  to  divide  your  papers into  sections works well.  
 

•  Loose  sleeve  notebook  paper- Always have  paper  ALL  year  long.  
 

•  One  subject  Notebooks  are  great  for  specific journals for  projects that  might  come  up.  
 

•  Folders- One  for  each  class for  handouts or  homework that  you  don't  want  to  lose.  
 

•  One  box  of  colored pencils  and  a  glue  stick.  (a  good  idea  so  you  don't  find  yourself  stuck the  day 
before  a  project  is due).  
 

•  #2  pencils  with  erasers  - ALL  year  
 

•  Blue  or Black  pens- (Some  teachers will  not  allow  colored  pens).  
 

•  1-2  Highlighters  would  be  a  good  idea  for  reviewing  notes and  finding  keywords on  worksheets.  
 

•  Try to  have  access to  some  sort  of  dictionary!  
 

•  Last,  but  not  least,  a  box  of  tissues  is a  really nice  thing  to  bring  into  some  of  your  classes.  Some  
teachers request  tissues,  some  do  not.  Sometimes it  ends up  being  a  bonus assignment.  (Any size,  
any brand  of  tissues works)  

 


